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Abstract10

The need for ideal drought metrics to explore the impacts of climate variability drivers on drought11

intensity and characteristics is essential to provide support that leads to optimizing existing tem-12

plates on risk mitigation in drought-prone regions. The main aim of this study therefore is to13

improve contemporary understanding on the evolutionary patterns of historical drought over the14

Sahel (1901−2014) and the large-scale processes that drive its variability using the SPEI (standard-15

ized precipitation evapotranspiration index) and SPI (standardised precipitation index). Histori-16

cally, the distributions of SPEI and SPI are generally quite similar with fairly strong correlations17

ranging from 0.80 to 1.0 around the central Sahel. The dissimilarity between SPI and SPEI in18

some regions however, suggest the influence of changing land surface conditions and the need to19

incorporate biophysical indicators to support the accounting process that aid the understanding20

of drought impacts and its cascading effects. Furthermore, SPEI and SPI confirm that the worst21

drought during the 20th century over the Sahel occurred between 1982 and 1985, affecting more22

than 90% of the region while the 1950s remained the wettest on record. However, between 200523

and 2015, drought episodes and their intensities have diminished over the Sahel. In the assessment24

of the coupled relationship of seven climate modes with drought evolutions, SPEI was more as-25

sociated with Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation-AMO (r = 0.66) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation26

(r = −0.53) unlike the SPI. A predictive multivariate model confirms the AMO is a strong driver27

of drought events and in addition, highlights the multi-scale climate influence in the Sahel.28
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1. Introduction31

While the interest of relevant stakeholders in climate change is on the rise because of the need32

to address challenges related to water security and economic growth, the debate on the continued33

influence of atmospheric circulation features, warming of the tropical oceans, and indices of climate34

variability on hydro-meteorological processes is ongoing (e.g., 8, 65, 63, 5, 75, 58, 6, 23, 74). The35

catalogue of devastating impacts, including crop failure, loss of freshwater stocks, low gross domestic36

product (GDP), food insecurity, and loss of national income due to extreme droughts have been37

highlighted in some reports (see, e.g., 89, 52, 66, 83, 92, 16, 92, 53, 82, 14). Drought is slow and38

difficult to predict because of the overarching complexities associated with its causes, duration,39

magnitude, and timing on different temporal and spatial scales (see, e.g., 40, 98, 20, 76). Hence,40

the knowledge of drought characteristics and climatic processes connected with the variability of41

extreme drought events could provide support that leads to optimizing existing templates on risk42

mitigation in drought-prone regions, and in the evaluation of the cascading impacts of droughts on43

a broad range of ecosystem services.44

In this era of complex interaction in landscape processes, non-climatic factors such as large scale45

human water withdrawals from underground reservoirs are known to interfere with the propagation46

process of drought characteristics and intensity (meteorological to hydrological) (43). It has been47

argued that land use change and increased water abstraction will play a role on future changes to48

drought while human-induced climate change is projected to drive large-scale ocean-atmospheric49

processes (e.g., 40). As combined human and climate factors could increase the frequency, variabil-50

ity, and even duration of drought intensity, further assessment of drought evolution is warranted51

to improve contemporary understanding of the processes that drives its variability on a large-scale.52

In several African sub-regions such as East and West Africa, the impacts of droughts on agri-53

culture create a plethora of risks and key challenges for the hydro-power sector, food and water54

security because of the heavy reliance on rainfall for several ecosystem functions (see, e.g., 61, 3, 92).55

Although there is an increasing discussion on the use of groundwater as an alternative freshwater56

resource to cushion the impacts of dry years and perhaps droughts on local communities in the57

semi arid West African Sahel (e.g., 105, 62), the recent account of drought impacts in Kenya1,58

which indicates more than 10 deaths due to hunger and about one million people being devas-59

tated by hunger and lack of water is an example of the risk and climate-induced calamity in the60

region. Added to the local agitations and inter-state tensions created by limited and shared water61

1https://www.trtworld.com/africa/nearly-one-million-drought-hit-kenyans-at-risk-of-starvation-25088
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resources, armed conflicts as is now the case in the Lake Chad basin will amplify the vulnerability62

of rural agro-communities to poverty (60). Even the regions and distant populations that indi-63

rectly depend on the water resources of Africa could be victims of far-reaching impacts of limited64

alimentation caused by drought through trade disruption and price volatility (28). As the Sahelian65

droughts have also been attributed to the perturbations of the surrounding oceans and human-66

induced climate change (27), assessing evolutionary drought patterns is essential and can improve67

our knowledge of drought events and the important processes of oceanic variability associated with68

its spatio-temporal variability.69

As economic output and national income are quite sensitive to hydro-climatic variability (e.g.,70

89, 34, 16, 13, 102), non-industrialized regions with limited resources and who sometimes benefit71

from emergency relief and intervention funds from developed economies are most often the recipi-72

ents of terrific social and economic impacts of climate change. While more diagnostic studies are73

warranted to increase drought preparedness and support specific policy frameworks and comple-74

mentary interventions (e.g., 81), the use of machine learning (Deep Neural Networks) has recently75

been introduced to provide knowledge that can support conflict resolution between farmers and76

pastoralists in the semi-arid Sahel (77) who tend to strive for the limited water resources in the re-77

gion. Obviously, the Sahel has been the center of several eco-hydrological and hydro-meteorological78

studies (see, e.g., 62, 85, 33, 41, 49, 36, 48), with considerable reports focused on the impact of79

oceanic phenomena on precipitation patterns (see, e.g., 24, 50, 71, 54, 26). However, the evolution-80

ary patterns of historical drought episodes in the region and their teleconnections to low frequency81

climate oscillations is undocumented. Arguably, the interactions of such influence with circulation82

features and mesoscale convective systems, among other climate phenomena (e.g., 25, 26, 46) have83

direct repercussions on hydrological processes. Indeed, the long history of unfavourable hydrolog-84

ical conditions of the West African Sahel provides a basis to diagnose the contributions of these85

oceanic factors on drought evolutions in the region (65).86

Given the strong land-atmosphere interactions of semi-arid tropical areas (e.g., 42), the other87

non-trivial challenge is on identifying a suitable drought indicator that captures this large scale88

processes more effectively. Indeed, indicators and metrics are at the center of numerous assess-89

ments, including those used to designate human development and environmental performance. The90

changing patterns of local precipitation, land surface and catchment characteristics in some regions91

have therefore triggered the need for ideal metrics to explore drought intensity. For example, the92

long-term decline of rainfall in the North China Plain was linked to observed decline in evapo-93

transpiration, which has been recommended as a key variable in agricultural drought monitoring94
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and indicator for early warning of food insecurity during drought periods (67, 96, 15). The use95

of standardised precipitation index (SPI, 51) could be limited in arid regions because of its in-96

ability to account for evapotranspiration, which is a critical source of water loss and soil moisture97

condition, a key metric of water availability. One could therefore argue that for reasons that are98

not unconnected to climate change-induced extreme high temperatures, which are typical climate99

characteristics of such areas, the use of SPI may be restricted. For instance, leafing and repro-100

ductive phenophases in arid climates such as the Sahel (Fig. 1a) are more impacted by trends in101

land surface temperature as opposed to rainfall (e.g., 90). As rainfall is not a direct indicator102

of freshwater water availability (e.g., 67, 108, 18), this was the basis for the recommendation of103

the joint use of composite evapotranspiration-based index and other hydrological units to assess104

climate-driven influence on water availability (68). In addition to this, globally, key processes of105

inter-annual variability such as the ENSO (El-Niño Southern Oscillation), and other inter-decadal106

and multi-decadal global climate oscillations have been linked to considerable changes in surface107

hydrology and extreme drought events (e.g., 30, 64, 4, 83, 44, 11, 91).108

The main aim of this study therefore is to assess the evolutionary drought patterns (1901−2014)109

over the West African Sahel (Fig. 1a-b) and their teleconnections with low frequency climate os-110

cillations during the last three decades. For the first time we (i) compare a multi-scaled standard-111

ized index, the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI 103, 104) to empirical112

probability-derived SPI (e.g., 29, 35) in the characterization of droughts over the Sahel region113

and (ii) assess the coupled relationship of multi-scale climate modes (Section 2.3) with SPEI and114

SPI using a suite of climate modes as predictors in a multivariate framework. More details on115

the method development and analysis of the spatio-temporal characteristics of SPEI and SPI are116

highlighted in subsequent sections.117

2. Data and study region118

2.1. Study region119

The Sahel is a semi-arid region with about 60 million people and encompasses West and north-120

central Africa extending from Senegal eastward to Chad and Sudan (east). Although Agnew and121

Chappell (2) argue that the Sahel region is not well demarcated, a general geographic description122

of the region is that it is seated in the transitional zone between the Sahara desert to the north and123

the sudano and humid savannas to the south. The Sahel region analysed in this study (Longitude124

10E to 20E) begins from Mali ending in Chad and covers about six semi-arid West African countries125

(Fig. 1a), including areas Agnew and Chappell (2) categorised as continental Sahel region (Mali,126
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Figure 1: Study area showing countries in the African sub-region where the brown box is the (a) Sahel region analysed

in this study while (b) is the distribution of standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index during the notorious

droughts episodes of 1984− 1985 period in the region. Interpretation of drought thresholds in (b) is based on McKee

et al. (51) threshold and is summarised in Table 1. Hydrological units (blue lines and polygons), i.e., rivers, lakes,

and water ways in the West African Sahel are also indicated.

Burkina Faso and Niger). In the Sahelian countries, rainfall varies from less than 200 mm/year127

towards higher latitudes to about 400–600 mm at the southern boundary (e.g., 64, 2). Annual128

rainfall pattern, which is regulated by the migration of the Inter-tropical Convergence Zone occurs129

between June and September, with maximum rainfall occurring in August. Temperatures range130

from 32◦ to 35◦ during the months of April to July (e.g., 27).131

2.2. Precipitation132

The Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC, 88, 10) data was used to compute stan-133

dardised precipitation index (SPI). The data is a well known reference precipitation data with134

global coverage that provides reliable monthly observations of global land-surface precipitation,135

covering the period from 1901 to 2014. The 1.0 ◦ x 1.0 ◦ GPCC data was downloaded from the136

GPCC data portal (www.ftp.dwd.de/pub/data/gpcc/html/downloadgate.html). The GPCC is137

a widely used observational reference data that was found suitable for agricultural drought char-138

acterization in East Africa and consistent with Climate Research Unit (CRU) observations over139

the Congo basin (63, 3). Although a fall in the number of available gauges may affect our ability140
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to track future changes in precipitation (95), the GPCC Full Data product used here is the most141

commonly used product as it relies on observations from more than 85,000 stations worldwide.142

Even though uncertainties in the GPCC data over the Sahel is not available in existing literature,143

GPCC was recently used as reference object in the assessment of 30 available global precipitation144

data sets, including gauge-based observations, satellite, and reanalysis (95). While the distribution145

of gauges are expected to vary in time and space, especially in regions with poor investment in146

meteorological stations, GPCC is still nonetheless, the largest gauge-observation data available147

globally. The distribution of historical rainfall gauge stations over Africa and the changes over148

time is covered in the recent work by Nicholson et al. (75).149

2.3. Multi-scaled standardized index150

The standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) combines precipitation and151

temperature data in a water balance framework (see, 103, 104). From its multi-scalar character152

and the inclusion of the effects of variations in temperature on drought assessment, the SPEI is an153

important drought metric for evaluating the impacts of drought under a global warming scenario.154

The rainfall component of the SPEI (0.5◦ x 0.5◦ spatial resolution) used in this study was calculated155

from the CRU derived precipitation (i.e., version 3.23 CRU TS dataset). Although the multi-scalar156

nature of SPEI enhances its potential in identifying several drought episodes (104), exploring its157

suitability over the Sahel to understand the complex eco-hydrological response to precipitation158

deficit is essential. This SPEI data covers similar period as the GPCC-based precipitation and is159

freely available online (http://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/153475). The quest for drought160

metrics derived from multiple climate variables has resulted in the growing application of SPEI in161

drought characterisation in recent times (see, e.g., 69, 93, 6, 57).162

2.4. Climate modes163

The climate modes used in this study are El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Indian Ocean164

Dipole (IOD), Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO), Atlantic Meridional Mode (AMM), Pa-165

cific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), and Maiden Julian Oscillation166

(MJO). These datasets were downloaded from NOAA’s data portal (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/167

teleconnections) and were used to identify the coupled variability of global climate on the evo-168

lutionary patterns of the Sahelian drought. The influence of these oscillations on the variability169

of West African rainfall and other African subregions have been reported (e.g., 8, 64, 4, 31) but170

still largely debated in some of the studies highlighted in Section 1. The detailed description of171
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these climate modes and how they were generated are available on NOAA’s online data repository172

indicated above.173

3. Methods174

3.1. Standardized precipitation index vs standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index175

In this study, a multi-scaled standardized index, the SPEI (103, 104) was used as a drought176

indicator. This SPEI data was estimated based on a water balance approach as the difference177

between precipitation (P ) and PET (potential evapotranspiration), i.e., δ = P − PET . The178

computed values of δ are cumulated on time scales as (104),179

δkn =

k−1∑
i=0

(Pn−i − PETn−i), n ≥ k (1)

where k is the cumulated time scale and n is the calculation number. This cumulated time se-180

ries are thereafter fitted with a log-logistic probability distribution function. The SPEI data was181

compared to the 12 month-cumulated time series of standardised precipitation index (SPI, 51)182

in the characterization of droughts over the Sahel region. The accumulation period of 12 month183

allows for the capturing of drought characteristics (e.g., percentage of affected areas), hydrological184

drought/and or impact on hydrological stores (e.g., soil moisture) and to cushion the effects of185

correlation with low frequency climate oscillations. As the Sahel region is typically arid, we as-186

sume that a drought condition occurs when the drought index is consistently negative and reaches a187

value of -1. The adopted threshold supports the characterization of hydrological drought (decreased188

precipitation that impacts on streamflow, reservoir and lake levels, soil moisture, and groundwa-189

ter recharge) episodes in the region based on the SPI 12-month aggregation (63). The different190

drought categories used for interpretation, which correspond to the thresholds used in SPI are191

highlighted in Table 1. The SPI implemented here uses an empirical probability method to derive192

a non-parametric standardised index following Farahmand and AghaKouchak (29) and Hao and193

AghaKouchak (35) and is given as194

p(xj) =
mj − 0.44

n+ 0.12
, (2)

where n is the sample size, mj represents the rank of non-zero precipitation data (i.e., observed195

values) starting from the smallest while p(xj) is the corresponding empirical probability. Eqn 2 is196

transformed to a standardised index as197

SI = ϕ−1(p) (3)
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Table 1: Drought thresholds based on McKee et al. (51) classification system. The various drought intensities over

the Sahel are based on these thresholds.
Description Threshold

Extreme wet +2.0 and above

Very wet +1.5 to +1.99

Moderately wet +1.0 to +1.49

Near normal -0.99 to +0.99

Moderate drought -1.0 to -1.49

Severe drought -1.5 to -1.99

Extreme drought -2.0 or less

where ϕ is the standard normal distribution function and p is the probability obtained from Eqn 2.198

The various drought intensities (extreme, severe, and moderate) during the period and their aerial199

extent were estimated based on the thresholds highlighted in Table 1.200

3.2. Statistical analyses201

3.2.1. Spatio-temporal drought patterns202

The use of multivariate techniques such as the principal component analysis (PCA, e.g., 38)203

to characterise drought evolutions was pioneered by Karl and Koscielny (39) and has since re-204

sulted in several applications of PCA in the spatio-temporal analysis of drought patterns globally205

(see, e.g., 3, 37, 9, 86, 12). Not only is it useful in the analysis of meteorological and geophys-206

ical observations (e.g., 59, 85, 55), it is now an effective tool in diagnosing the impacts of large207

scale oceanic atmospheric predictors, atmospheric blocking, and climate teleconnection patterns208

on hydro-meteorological patterns (e.g., 63, 56, 45, 73). Consider a matrix of SPI and SPEI values209

as XSPEI/SPI= [x(pk, t)] where pk is space locations; k = 1, 2, . . ., Nx, which is the number of210

spatial locations for XSPEI/SPI , and t is the monthly time step from 1901 − 2014. The temporal211

and spatial patterns of SPEI and SPI at a 12-month scale will be decomposed as,212

XSPEI/SPI(t) =
N∑
k=1

a(k)pk (4)

where a(k)(t) is the standardised score (temporal patterns) also called expansion coefficient, pk is213

the corresponding spatial pattern (or empirical orthogonal functions-EOF loading). The dominant214

modes are the first few pairs obtained, which usually explains the highest variability in the data215

and is usually an approximation of large scale average while the remaining modes describe other216
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variabilities, e.g., large scale contrasts with dipoles and loadings (e.g., 56). For the purpose of217

physical interpretability, we have focused on two spatio-temporal modes of SPEI and SPI over the218

Sahel.219

3.2.2. Multi-scale climate influence on droughts evolutions220

The partial least squares regression (PLSR, e.g., 17, 21) model was used to assess the coupled221

relationship of multi-scale climate modes with SPEI and SPI. As opposed to the PCA method,222

PLSR looks for latent vectors, which performs a simultaneous decomposition of independent vari-223

able, X and response variable Y (e.g., 47, 107). These PLSR components are so determined to224

maximize the covariance between the two variables whilst complying with certain orthogonality225

and normalization constraints (21). Consider a simple formulation of the PLSR model (e.g., 17)226

where the data elements xi = [xi1, xi2, xi3.., xip]
′ ∈ ℜp (i = 1, 2, 3, .., n) with n as the observation227

samples and yi = [yi1, yi2, yi3.., yiq]
′ ∈ ℜq (i = 1, 2, 3, .., n) where n is the corresponding dependent228

samples. Then the independent variable, X = [x1,x2,x3..,xn]
′ ∈ ℜn×p and the response variable229

Y = [y1,y2,y3..,yn]
′ ∈ ℜn×q. The centered (i.e., removing the mean) data matrices X and Y are230

decomposed as (e.g., 17, 107),231

Xn×p = tn×1p′
p×1 + En×p, Yn×q = un×1q′

q×1 + Fn×q, (5)

where t and u are latent vectors for the n observations, p and q are the loading vectors while232

E and F are the residual matrices. Additional formulation details and multivariate calibration233

are available in the literature (e.g., 17, 47, 107, 21) as they are only briefly stated here. The234

assessment of climate influence on the evolutions of SPEI and SPI over the Sahel based on the235

PLSR formulation was obtained as236

Y = Xβ + F, (6)

where β is the PLSR coefficients, XClimate modes and YSPI/SPEI are the predictor data matrix237

and response variables, respectively. The prediction of SPEI and SPI using these climate modes238

was based on retained seven partial least square components. Before the comparison of predicted239

drought indicators with the observed, the local least-squares polynomial approximation-based filter240

of Savitzky and Golay (87) was applied to filter the climate modes, which have been normalised241

using their standardised z-score. This is essential to to cushion the effect of noise and moreso place242

the predictors on the same normalisation scale as the predictands (SPI and SPEI), which were243

aggregated on a 12-month scale.244
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of correlation coefficients between SPI and SPEI over the Sahel during different

climatological windows. (a) The relationship between SPI and SPEI during the entire period while (b-e) are the

association between SPEI and SPI in different climatological periods (30-year interval) except for (e) with a 23-year

interval. Note that the latitudes (y-axis) and the longitudes (x-axis) are indicated on each plots. This format is also

used in subsequent figures.

4. Results245

4.1. Evolutionary patterns of SPI and SPEI246

During the last century, the spatio-temporal distributions of SPEI and SPI over the West247

African Sahel were generally quite similar for much of the central Sahel, with fairly consistent and248

moderately strong correlations (Fig. 2a). However, the spatial distribution of correlation coefficients249
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Table 2: Percentages (%) of observed variance explained by leading SPEI and SPI orthogonal modes during the

century (1901− 2014) and different climatological windows within the century.

PCA modes 1901− 1930 1931− 1960 1961− 1990 1991− 2014 1901− 2014

PC 1
SPI 37.8 46.7 57.9 35.8 42.1

SPEI 39.4 49.9 55.3 37.1 45.1

PC 2
SPI 12.7 8.2 5.9 7.9 8.2

SPEI 11.8 9.5 6.7 11.4 7.6

between SPI and SPEI over the Sahel during four climatological windows (1901−1930; 1931−1960;250

1961 − 1990; and 1991 − 2014) are significantly different (Figs. 2b-e). The 1961 − 1990 period251

(Fig. 2d) was characterised, for example, by a much wider spread of relatively stronger positive252

correlations (SPEI vs SPI) in all the Sahelian countries as opposed to other climatological periods253

(Figs. 2b-c and e). The dissimilarity and poor association between SPI and SPEI in some regions,254

especially during the 1991−2014 period are obvious (Figs. 2b and e) and could suggest the influence255

of changing land surface conditions caused by strong dynamics in evaporative demand and surface256

drying. Evidence from region-specific studies on climate change induced drought have confirmed257

the direct impact of warming temperatures and anthropogenic warming as significant drivers of258

droughts through increase in evaporative losses (e.g., 19). But generally, the southern sections of259

Niger, Mali and northern Burkina Faso are sub regions where these indicators are consistent and260

well associated (Figs. 2a-e) all through the entire period. This is also consistent with their leading261

spatio-temporal evolutions in the last century (SPEI-EOF and SPI-EOF, Fig. 3).262

However, the statistical decomposition of SPEI and SPI during the four climatological peri-263

ods (following the groupings in Fig. 2) highlighted their intrinsic temporal and spatial differences264

(Figs. 4-5). The temporal and spatial evolutions of both drought indicators over the West African265

Sahel are captured in two orthogonal modes of variability for the entire period (Fig. 3). The lead-266

ing modes (spatial and temporal) of both drought indicators are centered over the Sahel while267

the second modes of variability are those within the Lake Chad basin, the region encompassing268

sections of Chad, Niger, and north-east Nigeria (Fig. 4). Table 2 summarises the observed variabil-269

ity accounted for in the evolutions of leading SPEI and SPI modes during the entire period and270

different climatological windows. From Table 3, the temporal and spatial patterns of both SPEI271

and SPI are largely similar with their temporal patterns indicating strong correlation (r = 0.93).272

But the spatio-temporal variability during the four climatological periods are notably different. As273

indicated in Table 3, the temporal series of the dominant SPI and SPEI modes (SPEI-1 and SPI-1,274
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Figure 3: Spatial and temporal patterns of SPI and SPEI over the Sahel region during the 1901− 2014 period. The

EOFs are loadings showing spatial patterns of SPI/SPEI (left) while the corresponding principal components (PCs)

are temporal variations (right). The actual SPEI and SPI values are jointly derived from their spatial and temporal

patterns. The black solid line is drought threshold based on the classification in Table 1. The insert on the spatial

maps show locations in Niger with the highest SPEI and SPI loadings during the entire period.

(Fig. 5) were more associated (r = 0.99) in the 1961 − 1990 period and coincides with the period275

when the strongest variability was observed by both SPEI (57.9%) and SPI (55.3%). The lowest276

variability was observed for SPEI (39.4%) and SPI (37.8%) between 1901 and 1930, the period dur-277

ing which their temporal series were less associated (r = 0.76). Even their spatial patterns during278

the same period (1901−1930) are significantly different with SPI showing stronger spatial loadings279

in Niger (Fig. 4). This implies stronger extremes in SPI, that is, drought/wet events were more280

severe and wide spread as opposed to the SPEI (Fig. 4). But this was reversed during 1960− 1990281

period as spatial loadings were relatively stronger in SPEI in Niger and northern Nigeria and much282

of the Sahel than SPI (SPEI-EOF and SPI-EOF, Fig. 5). Note that during this same climatological283

period both indicators had considerable association (Fig. 4 and Table 3). But there has been a284

clear inconsistency between the two indicators in the spatial and temporal patterns of their second285

modes for all climatological periods (Figs. 4-5). Their temporal association during the 1931− 1960286

period is moderately strong (r = 0.75) and lowest (r = 0.20) between 1991 − 2014 (SPEI-2 and287

SPI-2, Figs. 4-5 and Table 3). Again, the temporal relationship between these indicators and their288

corresponding spatial patterns is found to be rather dynamic, similar to Fig. 2.289

4.2. Drought intensities and characteristics during the 1901-2014 period: SPI vs SPEI290

The 1950s was one of the wettest periods on record in the Sahel while persistent extreme291

droughts were observed during the 1910 − 1915, 1972 − 1975 and 1982 − 1985 periods (Mode 1,292
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Figure 4: Spatial and temporal patterns of SPI and SPEI over the Sahel region for climatological periods between

1901 and 1960. The EOFs (spatial) and their corresponding PCs (temporal) are constructed similar to Fig. 3.

Fig. 3). Extreme wet events corresponding to ENSO years can also be seen in the SPEI and SPI293

patterns (Fig. 5). However, the notable 1980 droughts were the worst in the last century, given294

their long duration and persistence (Figs. 4 and 5). These drought events are well known and295

coincides with periods when large river basins in West Africa suffered loss of freshwater stocks,296

including alterations in river regimes in Sahelian countries (62, 49). The time series of SPEI and297

SPI in Fig. 3 shows that even though rainfall conditions later improved with considerable wetness298

in between during the last two decades, the wetness in the 1950s has still not been reached. In299

other words, despite the recovery and change in rainfall seasonality, mean anomalies are still well300

below the 1950 threshold indicated in Fig. 3.301

The evolutionary patterns of droughts in terms of their characteristics and intensities (moderate,302

severe, extreme) in the Sahel have also been indicated (Figs. 6a-h). The temporal patterns of303

different drought intensities in the Sahel from both indicators (Figs. 6a-h) agree with the temporal304

distributions of SPEI and SPI over the West African Sahel as shown in Fig. 3. The predominance of305

extreme drought events from these indicators during the 1910−1915 and 1980−1985 periods show306
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Table 3: Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of SPI temporal series with those of SPEI during different climatological

periods and the entire period (1901− 2014). Correlations are statistically significant at α = 0.05.

PCA mode 1901− 1930 1931− 1960 1961− 1990 1991− 2014 1901− 2014

SPEI-1 vs SPI-1 0.76 0.98 0.99 0.89 0.93

SPEI-2 vs SPI-2 0.26 0.75 0.60 0.20 0.52

Table 4: Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of dominant SPI and SPEI temporal series (SPEI-1 and SPI-1, Fig. 3)

with climate teleconnections (1980 − 2014). Correlations are statistically significant at α = 0.05 except for those

marked with asterisks (*).

Drought indicator AMO AMM ENSO PDO QBO MJO IOD

SPEI 0.66 0.47 -0.34 -0.53 0.01* -0.20 0.14*

SPI 0.55 0.38 -0.28 -0.46 0.05* -0.15* 0.12*

Figure 5: Spatial and temporal patterns of SPI and SPEI over the Sahel region for climatological periods between

1961 and 2015. The EOFs (spatial) and their corresponding PCs (temporal) are constructed similar to Fig. 3.

that more than 50% of the Sahel was affected (Figs. 6a, c, e, and g). The worst drought during the307

20th century occurred between 1982 and 1985, affecting more than 90% of the region between 1984308

and 1985 (Fig. 7). The drought was also extreme between 1987/1988 affecting about 85% (SPEI)309
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Figure 6: Drought extents over the West African Sahel between 1901 and 2014. The estimated drought extents for

(a-d) SPI and (e-h) SPEI are described in terms of their intensity (moderate, severe, and extreme). The affected

areas (%) are characterized based on the classification indicated in Table 1.

or 70% (SPI) of land areas (Figs. 6c and g). A critical consideration of the period between 1980310

and 2015 show that drought episodes and their intensities have diminished and has varied less over311

the Sahel during the 2005 − 2014 period (Fig. 6c-d and g-h, Table 2). Whereas these results are312

aligned with the popular notion of rainfall recovery in the region, the Sahel is still not as wet as313

the 1950 − 1960 period (Fig. 6b and f). We argue nevertheless, that comparatively, based on the314

evolving patterns of drought intensities after 2005, the Sahel is no doubt becoming wetter and aligns315

with past and emerging studies on the recovery of rainfall in the region (see, e.g., 70, 71, 85, 4). The316

decreasing intensity in extreme drought episodes can as well be deduced from the spatio-temporal317

patterns of SPEI-1 and SPI-1 of Fig. 3. Generally, the two indicators compare rather well in their318

characterisation of various drought intensities and estimation of affected areas. However, there are319

significant differences in their predicted extents of extreme drought during 1910 − 1915 (Figs. 6a320

and e) and 1980 − 1985 (Figs. 6c and g). Moreover, the considerable dissimilarity between SPEI321

and SPI in their estimated drought intensities during 2005− 2015 period is notable (Figs. 6d and322

h). The plenitude of severe and extreme droughts as estimated by SPI between 2005 and 2011323

are in sharp contrast to the largely moderate drought events predicted by SPEI during the same324
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Figure 7: Analysis of areas under drought for the 1984− 1985 period using the SPEI and SPI. This characterization

is based on different drought intensity. That is, moderate (bottom layer in pink for SPEI and light green for SPI),

severe (middle layer in red for SPEI and quetzel green for SPI), and extreme (top layer in maroon red for SPEI and

deep or forest green for SPI) droughts.

period (Fig. 6d and h). And the slight differences in drought extents and characteristics between325

SPEI and SPI are also evident in the notorious droughts between 1984 and 1985 (Fig. 7).

Figure 8: Leading modes of SPEI and SPI (1980− 2014) over the Sahel and their teleconnections with low frequency

climate oscillations, the (a-b) AMO and (c-d) PDO.
326
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Figure 9: Modelling drought evolutions (1980 − 2014) over the Sahel using all seven climate teleconnections in the

PLSR scheme. The temporal series of the observed and predicted drought indicators are indicated for (a) SPI and

(b) SPEI.

4.3. Drought evolutions and their teleconnections with multi-scale climate oscillations327

Preliminary assessment of a suite of climate modes and their coupled variability with the328

leading modes of SPEI and SPI show that low frequency oscillations such as the PDO, AMO,329

and AMM have significant influence on the spatio-temporal evolutions of these drought indicators330

in the Sahel (Fig. 8). This diagnostics confirm the interplay between interactions of low frequency331

oscillations with meteorological processes in the the Sahel. As summarised in Table 4, AMO shows332

the strongest association with SPEI and SPI (r = 0.66 and r = 0.55). The PDO and AMM also333

show significant but modest correlations with SPEI (r = −0.53 and r = 0.47). SPI also shows334

moderate association with PDO (r = −0.46) but less correlated with AMM (r = 0.38) compared335

to SPEI. Generally the SPEI extracts these climate teleconnections, including ENSO better than336

the SPI (Table 4). The Sahel is a climatic hotspot in Africa whose precipitation has been linked to337
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a sequence of oceanic phenomenon and plethora of multi-scale climate teleconnections, including338

quasi-periodic phenomena (e.g., ENSO, sunspot activity, Quasi-Biennial Oscillation, etc.), and339

other low frequency oscillations (e.g., 65, 24, 50, 71). Consequently, all of the climate modes340

described in Section 2 where integrated in the PLSR scheme as predictors to model the temporal341

series of SPEI and SPI (predictands obtained from the PCA scheme) over the Sahel. So the PLSR342

model was formulated based on seven PLSR components, which accounted for the most variability343

in the climate modes. By using these climate oscillations as regression covariates to model SPEI and344

SPI, we found a relatively stronger correlation between predicted and observed SPEI (r = 0.70)345

unlike SPI (r = 0.60) (Figs. 9a and b). The PLSR coefficients, i.e., the values of β in Eqn. 6346

(Section 3) indicated AMO has the strongest predictive power. The influence of QBO, ENSO, and347

AMM were relatively higher than others. Be it SPEI or SPI, the temporal patterns of the predicted348

and observed drought indicators appear to be more associated after the 1995 period (Figs. 9a and349

b).350

5. Discussion351

5.1. Understanding the complexities of droughts352

Droughts are generally the result of complex interactions amongst several factors that includes353

temporary decrease in water availability due to prolonged rainfall deficit, land surface processes,354

storage changes, and flows (e.g., 100, 94). Contemporary understanding of these interactions, es-355

pecially those related to multi-scale global climate phenomena and how they contribute to the356

evolutions, development and propagation of drought requires functional drought metrics that cap-357

ture these processes. Apparently, extreme negative precipitation anomalies in arid climates would358

impact on water availability and freshwater stocks. But the impacts of land surface conditions359

such as increased evapotranspiration (68), non-climatic factors and land surface processes, includ-360

ing, soil type, land cover, temperature, intensive groundwater extraction for irrigation, catchment361

and climate characteristics influence drought propagation (e.g., 19, 40, 99, 101). The challenge362

with this is that, these factors and processes do interfere with drought characteristics and propa-363

gation by affecting hydrological processes (e.g., infiltration and flow dynamics) and regulating the364

interactions between land surface-moisture fluxes and the atmosphere. For example, catchment365

stores (i.e., reservoirs, soil column, groundwater, etc.) of humid regions can create a prolonged366

reservoir memory in the hydrological system that could delay the propagation of drought signals367

or even its absence (63). But in tropical arid regions characterised by low rainfall, a rise in land368

surface temperature during below average temperatures could impact on drought intensity. For369
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this reason, the interaction of land surface and other climatic variables have been embedded in370

some drought metrics like the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI, 80). While the PDSI, SPI,371

and SPEI have been widely used along with other drought metrics, attempt by Moorhead et al. (57)372

to better account for actual water demand in irrigated landscapes resulted in the substitution of373

reference evapotranspiration in the SPEI with crop evapotranspiration. Further, it was highlighted374

in an earlier review of the Sahelian droughts (27) that metrics and predictive models incorporating375

the overarching influence of climate and human actions are essential in effective characterisation376

of droughts in the Sahel.377

Be it variability (Figs. 4-5, Table 2) or characteristics (Figs. 6 and 7), one wonders if the378

relationships between SPEI and SPI as observed in this study are dynamic. Indeed, precipitation379

deficits are arguably the primary causes of droughts, which in turn affects other hydrological stores380

(e.g., groundwater). Nevertheless, strong variations in temperature, catchment characteristics, and381

changes in land cover states can interact with these deficits in ways that trigger dynamics in the382

relationships between SPEI and SPI as seen in their spatial and temporal correlations (Figs. 2a-e,383

Table 2). These dynamics may also explain why (i) the SPI-SPEI relationship are poor or non-384

existent in some areas and (ii) the dissimilarity in predicted extents of various drought intensity for385

specific periods. The influence of positive feedbacks on droughts in the Sahel, for example, wet soil386

favoring improved rainfall from local evaporation was reported by Oguntoyinbo (76). Furthermore,387

droughts in the Sahel have been attributed to vegetation and land degradation, dust feedbacks and388

human-induced climate change (27). The feedback processes of desertification on the Sahelian389

climate, land use change and the complex water use mechanisms of the Sahelian vegetation during390

the dry season (e.g., 67, 76) could contribute to altered or dynamic land surface conditions.391

On the whole, drought events across the globe are perceived as a function of changes in global392

climate. ENSO, for instance, is one the largest inter-annual climate phenomenon linked with393

extreme events such as floods and droughts on a variety of spatial scales (see, e.g., 63, 40, 83, 98,394

91, 44, 106). While major drought events during the last century in North America, West Africa,395

and East Asia were linked to strong anomalies in tropical sea surface temperatures and other oceanic396

hot spots (e.g., 20), in the Australian context, the perception of droughts confirm that the factors397

driving drought are multi-scaled and its impacts could vary across ecosystems (98). As further398

highlighted by Kiem et al. (40), large scale processes such as ENSO, Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation,399

and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), are connected to droughts in Australia through direct causes such400

as precipitation deficits, higher temperatures, and the combined influence of precipitation and401

evaporation on hydrological stores (e.g., soil moisture and groundwater). Therefore, to study402
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drought impacts more effectively under a rising global warming scenario, it is pertinent to rely on403

multi-scale drought metrics derived from a combination of water budget and biophysical variables.404

This is essential to enhancing our understanding of evolutionary drought patterns, that is, in405

terms of its variability, propagation and impacts on hydrological processes, and ecosystem services.406

Stressing further on this, it has been recently argued that the inclusion of multiple climate variables407

in drought analysis can help inform on the role of human activities (e.g., deforestation, land use408

change) in exacerbating drought events (63). This could lead to optimizing predictive models that409

seeks to account for the impacts of natural variability and anthropogenic climate change on seasonal410

drought characteristics and it evolutions (40).411

5.2. On the need to optimize drought indicators412

The use of normalised rainfall deviations in drought assessment in the Sahel has been challenged413

by some studies because the spatial aggregation of rainfall departures hides the underlying key local414

variation and drivers, and that the averaging period restricts drought characterisation and interpre-415

tation (e.g., 62, 2). It is on this note that drought indicators that utilises multiple climate variables416

have been advocated in recent times (e.g., 62, 1, 29). The argument around this emphasises the417

deficiency of drought indicators based on a single climate variable (rainfall) because it lacks the418

capacity to sufficiently describe key drought metrics and characteristics such as onset, duration,419

severity, frequency and intensity (e.g., 66, 35). Even more recently, the limitations associated420

with the use of drought metrics based on rainfall alone has been re-echoed (69) whilst portraying421

the effectiveness of SPEI in characterizing drought severity and frequency under increase global422

warming (93). Apparently, the SPEI and SPI show marked differences in terms of spatio-temporal423

variability (Fig. 2d) and distribution over different time scales. On the one hand, the wider spread424

of strong positive correlations (SPEI vs SPI) during the 1961 − 1990 period (Figs. 3 and 5) as425

opposed to other climatological periods (Fig. 2b-c and e) raises concerns on the need for drought426

metrics that capture land surface conditions and their interactions more effectively in the Sahel.427

For instance, topography, soil characteristics, and vegetation can influence drought intensity and428

characteristics through their interactions under extreme temperature and precipitation anomalies.429

On the other hand, this could also suggest evapotranspiration rates or both rainfall and tempera-430

ture are important climate variables to understanding the variability or intensity of drought events431

in the semi-arid Sahel. For example, SPEI indicated that the notorious drought of the early 1980s432

was more extreme in central Niger (between 1984/1985) unlike SPI (SPEI-1, Fig. 5). The argument433

that the multi-scalar nature of SPEI enhances its utility in the characterization of various drought434
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intensities (104) is indirectly supported by the fact that sugarcane production in semi-arid region435

of Brazil was significantly influenced by both temperature and rainfall (22).436

It is true that indicators and metrics are at the center of numerous assessments, including437

those used to designate human development, environmental sustainability and performance. The438

same goes for drought intensity and characteristics, unmitigated impacts of climate change, and439

impact assessment from drought. Hence, the innovative applications of these drought indicators in440

diagnostic studies are essential. In particular, the use of such metrics to further explore the impacts441

of climate variability drivers on drought events could be fundamental and of course the genesis442

to improving regional climate predictions and mitigation strategies that will foster complementary443

interventions. A comparative assessment between SPEI and SPI during different climatological and444

historical windows confirm that strong land-atmosphere interactions slightly interfere with drought445

intensities and the propagation of droughts in the Sahel. Further, the relationship between SPEI446

and SPI and their predicted extents of various drought intensities apparently alludes to this, giving447

the notion that evapotranspiration dynamics in the region are significant triggers of hydrological448

conditions other than rainfall. So, drought indicators based on biophysical variables (e.g., land449

surface temperature, vegetation condition index) are important metrics to support the accounting450

process that aid the understanding of drought impacts and its cascading effects. For instance,451

given the devastating impacts of water deficits on crop production (e.g., 61, 3, 84), agricultural452

drought monitoring and characterisation can be optimised by integrating evapotranspiration with453

other water budget indicators. The argument along this lines emphasize that evapotranspiration is454

a key component of agricultural water budget, hence the suitability of SPEI to assess agricultural455

drought for summer crops in Texas High Plains (57). Considering the impacts of existing chains of456

climate teleconnections around the globe, land cover changes, and local feedbacks on meteorological457

processes and drought propagation and characteristics, there is need for the hydrologic community458

to move towards multiple metrics to provide a more realistic profile of droughts and their drivers.459

5.3. Coupled variability of multi-scale climate modes and their influence on extreme events460

Some earlier studies in the Sahel region identified the coupled relationship of several teleconnec-461

tions, e.g., ENSO and IOD, AMO, with rainfall (e.g., 63, 24, 78, 79). The influence of these climate462

modes, especially IOD and ENSO on rainfall variability in East and other African sub-region tend463

to be widely received (e.g., 32, 4, 97). However, due to the multivariate non-parametric forecast464

scheme in this study, which identifies AMO as the leading low frequency climate signal in the West465

African Sahel, the perceived impacts of IOD on the droughts of the early 1980s in the Sahel and466
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in general, its role in the West African climatology as argued in previous reports (7, 31) would467

require further experiment and clarity. This is because precipitation extremes in West Africa are468

usually associated with circulation features and climate teleconnection indices of the Pacific and469

the Atlantic, land-ocean contrast amongst others (see, e.g., 24, 72). The controversy surrounding470

the role of IOD on rainfall anomalies in the Sahel has been highlighted in some case-specific studies471

mentioned in Nicholson (71). Although the existence of IOD-induced land water storage in West472

Africa was found to be complimentary, its impacts on surface hydrology still appears to be cloudy473

(64). Arguably, the influence of teleconnections on rainfall might not directly be the same as its474

influence on surface hydrology because of the intrinsic response of freshwater in some regions to in-475

dices of oceanic variability. Hence, global climate simulations integrating IOD-like SST anomalies476

are important consideration in future studies to clarify the role of IOD on the Sahelian climate.477

That ENSO is one of the key processes of inter-annual variability and a well known teleconnection478

with significant influence on hydro-meteorological processes in several regions around the world is479

less debated. But the links (i.e., observed linear relationship) between drought metrics over the480

Sahel with AMO, AMM, and PDO (Fig. 5 and Table 4) are further evidence that confirm the roles481

of low frequency oscillations on the climatology of the region. Be it at basin or regional-scale, some482

past diagnostic studies have also alluded to the influence of these low frequency climate patterns483

in the hydro-climatic extremes of the West African sub-region (e.g., 64, 63, 24, 78). In addition to484

the dominant influence of AMO as the strongest predictor of extreme events in the Sahel, outputs485

from our PLSR model also highlights the interactions of AMM, ENSO and QBO with drought486

patterns, and re-emphasizes these teleconnections as important physical mechanisms that drives487

meteorological processes and drought evolutions. These results suggest the Sahel is characterised by488

quasi-biennial, multi-decadal, and inter-annual climate oscillations. It also indicate that temporal489

drought evolutions can be predicted by the synthesis of these global multi-scale climate elements.490

The mechanistic understanding of this multi-scale climate influence nonetheless, and how they491

drive precipitation extremes in the Sahel are interesting new research directions for the region.492

6. Conclusion493

The continued influence of atmospheric circulation features, warming of the tropical oceans, and494

indices of climate variability on hydro-meteorological processes is increasing and gaining attention.495

The Sahel is a popular hot spot of extreme events and environmental degradation and has been the496

center of several eco-hydrological and hydro-meteorological studies, with considerable reports in the497

last two decades focused on the impact of oceanic phenomena on precipitation patterns. While the498
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debate on the mechanisms behind the Sahelian drought is still ongoing, the evolutionary patterns499

of historical drought episodes in the region and their teleconnections to low frequency climate500

oscillations is undocumented. While more diagnostic studies are warranted to increase drought501

preparedness and aid the optimization of existing templates on risk mitigation in drought-prone502

areas, the other non-trivial challenge is identifying drought metrics that captures more effectively503

the slow but dynamic large-scale climate processes. Indeed, indicators and metrics are at the center504

of numerous assessments, including those used to designate human development and environmental505

performance. The need for suitable metrics to explore the impacts of climate variability drivers on506

drought intensity and characteristics was therefore one of the key motivations for this study. The507

main aim of this study therefore was to assess evolutionary drought patterns over the West African508

Sahel (1901−2014) and their teleconnections with low frequency climate oscillations during the last509

three decades by integrating drought indicators and a suite of global climate modes as predictors510

in a multivariate framework. The results are summarised as follows;511

(i) The spatio-temporal distribution and variability of SPEI and SPI over the West African Sahel512

in four different climatological periods during the 1901−2015 period are generally consistent513

and strongly correlated around the central Sahel, howbeit with dissimilarity (in terms of vari-514

ability and characteristics) in some regions. Although precipitation deficits are the primary515

causes of droughts, strong variations in temperature, catchment characteristics, and changes516

in land cover states could interact with these deficits in ways that trigger dynamics in SPEI517

leading to the poor SPI-SPEI relationship.518

(ii) The worst drought during the 20th century occurred between 1982 and 1985, affecting more519

than 90% of the region during the 1984 − 1985 period while the 1950s was the wettest on520

record. Apart from this period, affected drought areas fluctuated between 70% at the start521

of the century and about 60% in the mid 1970s. Overall, the 1980s was a terrific drought522

period with extreme drought affecting about 85% of the region between 1987 and 1988. But523

the period between 2005 and 2015 show that drought episodes and their intensities have524

diminished and varied less over the Sahel. However, the Sahel is still not as wet as the525

1950− 1960 period.526

(iii) Generally, SPEI and SPI also compare rather well in their characterisation of various drought527

intensities and estimation of affected areas. However, to study drought impacts more effec-528

tively under a rising global warming scenario, it is pertinent to rely on multi-scalar metrics529

derived from a combined water budget and biophysical variables. While this is essential to530
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improve our knowledge of drought characteristics (e.g., onset, duration, and magnitude), the531

slight differences in predicted drought extents in some areas of the Sahel by both indicators532

emphasize the need for functional drought metrics that capture the complex interactions533

of land surface processes with catchment and climate characteristics that influence drought534

propagation. Moreover, the ability of SPEI to extract climate teleconnections more than SPI535

is important for climate risk assessments and optimization of climate models. The inclusion536

of human-induced factors, biophysical and climatic variables derived from remote sensing537

data (e.g., vegetation-based indicators, satellite precipitation, etc.) in numerical models can538

help improve drought characterisation and prediction.539

(iv) Preliminary assessment of a suite of climate modes and their coupled variability with the lead-540

ing modes of SPEI and SPI show that low frequency oscillations such as the PDO, AMO, and541

AMM have significant influence on the spatio-temporal evolutions of these drought indicators542

in the Sahel. In addition to the dominant influence of AMO as one of the strongest drivers543

of drought events in the Sahel, outputs from the partial least square regression model also544

highlights the interactions of AMM, ENSO and QBO with drought patterns. This outcome545

re-emphasizes these climate teleconnections as important physical mechanisms that drive me-546

teorological processes and drought evolutions, and suggest the Sahelian hydro-climatology is547

characterised by quasi-biennial, multi-decadal, and inter-annual climate oscillations. Given548

that these relationships are linear, there could be other climate modes (or a combination of549

climate modes) that are also indirectly (non-linear) associated with droughts in the Sahel.550
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